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Abstract. An artificial immunity-based discovery method for popular informa-
tion is proposed. Principles of evolution and concentration of antibodies in arti-
ficial immune system are simulated. Key words in web pages are extracted and 
simulated as antibody and antigen. Antibodies are evolved and excreted dy-
namically. Concentration of antibodies is computed to attain accurately the de-
gree of popular measurement in quantity. The proposed method improves the 
intelligent degree of information discovery and provides a new way to discover 
WEB information. 
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1   Introduction 

WEB pages comprise a great deal of information. How to extract useful knowledge 
from WEB pages is focused by researchers. Intelligent methods are needed to com-
pute degree of popular measurement in quantity. 

Artificial immune system (AIS) which simulates the characters of learning and 
self-adaptation [1, 2] of biological immune system uses the way of clone selection 
and mutation principles to recognize foreign harmful antigens [3, 4]. Furthermore, if 
an antigen damages body greatly, the antibody which recognizes the antigen excretes 
many similar antibodies [5, 6]. Concentration of this kind of antibody will increase 
quickly. The antibody concentration can be used to judge the harmful measurement of 
relative antigen [7]. 

In this paper, the former principles is used for reference. Key words in the WEB 
pages are extracted to be simulated as antibodies which will be evolved in our model 
automatically. Their concentration is computed to judge the degree of popular meas-
urement of WEB information. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed principle is 
introduced. In Section 3, simulations and experimental results are showed. Finally, 
Sections 4 contains our conclusions. 
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2   Proposed Principle of Information Discovery 

2.1   Information Simulation 

Key words are extracted to find popular information hid in WEB pages. The key 

words extracted from WEB pages are simulated as antigens. Let U
∞

=
=
＋
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iGU be the 

state space of antigen, where G  is Chinese or English word library. 
Let antibody represent information of key words. Antibody is defined as 

typecountageKeywordD ,,,= . D is a four-tube group. It is consisted of key word 

information (keyword), the live generations of antibody (age), the amount of antigens 
which antibody matches (count) and the classification of the information (type). 

Antibody is consisted of mature antibody and memory antibody. Mature antibody 
needs to match enough number ( δ ) of antigens in its lifecycle Mλ  to evolve into 

memory antibody. Or else, it dies. The type of antibody which is extracted in the first 
time is the key word self. Mature antibody M is described in equation (1). 

}..{ δλ <∧<∧∈= countxagexDxxM M  (1) 

Where, Mλ  is the lifecycle of antibody, δ  is threshold of evolution. 

Memory antibody R is evolved by mature antibody. It denotes that information 
emerges frequently recently. Memory antibody can live in a long lifecycle Rλ  even it 

doesn’t match any antigens in long period of time. 

2.2   Evolution of Antibody 

Mature antibody is extracted from WEB pages newly or generated by clone selection 
to recognize new information. If mature antibody can not match enough antigens in 
its lifecycle, it tends toward death. Once its matching count arrives at the threshold δ  
(i. e. δ≥count ), it will be activated and evolved into memory antibody. During the 
period Mλ , some mature antibodies match few antigens. This kind of antibody will 

die soon. If a key word appears in a high frequency, matching count of its relative 
antibody will be accumulated to threshold δ  sharply. Its relative antibody will be 
evolved into memory quickly. This represents the key word is popular. 

Memory antibody denotes a key word is popular. It has long lifecycle Rλ . How-

ever, Rλ  is not infinite. The past popular information may not appear again or emerge 

in low frequency in future. When a memory antibody can not match any key words in 
the period Rλ , its affinity count  decreases in a time interval ervalTint  ( count  is de-

creased by 1). When the affinity is equal to 0, memory antibody is degenerated as 
mature antibody. If the memory antibody matches antigen again, its affinity increase 
( count  is added by 1). If it becomes popular again, its affinity ascends quickly. 
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2.3   Degree Computation of Popular Measurement 

To discover relative information, memory antibody excretes new mature antibody 
rapidly by the way of copy, mutation, and etc. By computing the concentration of 
antibody, the popular degree of relative information can be worked out. According to 
the type of antibody, its concentration is obtained. The concentration represents the 
popular degree. Equation (2) describes antibody concentration. 
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Where, )( irhr  denotes the popular degree of information similar to memory antibody 

ir , the lager the )( irhr , the relative key word is more popular; im  is mature antibody 

and in the same kind of ir ; c  is a constant number, 0>c . 

3   Experimental Results 

In our experiments, two portal web sites and two BBSes are chosen to test the effi-
ciency of proposed method. Choices of monitor spots are shown in table 1. The four 
columns of table 1 represent the following parameters respectively: name of web site, 
lifecycle Mλ (see section 2.1) of mature antibody, lifecycle of memory antibody 

Rλ (see section 2.1) and degeneration time interval ervalTint (see section 2.2) of memory 

antibody. 

Table 1. Monitor spots and configuration of parameters 

Monitor spot Mλ  Rλ  ervalTint  

Web site 1 One week One day Half day 
Web site 2 One week One day Half day 

BBS 1 Four days Five hours 1.5 hours 
BBS 2 Four days Two hours 1.5 hours 

A great lot of key words are extracted from pages of former web sites. These key 
words are simulated as antibodies. We monitor the four web sites from September to 
November in 2006. Through evolvement of antibody, concentration of antibody is 
worked out. According to the concentration, we obtain the popular degree of some 
information by equation (2), as is shown in figure 1. The larger popular degree is, the 
more popular the key word is. It is National Day of Chinese in October 1. So, people 
pay much attention to the key word “national day” whose concentration ascends 
sharply. 
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Fig. 1. The measurement of popular information 

4   Conclusion 

In this paper, key words in WEB pages are simulated as antibodies and antigens. 
Antibody evolution and clone selection principles in AIS are used to evolve antibod-
ies dynamically. Degeneration of memory antibody is proposed to simulate popular 
information degradation. Concentration of antibody forms automatically. The concen-
tration represents popular degree of information in quantity. The experimental results 
show that our method can get the popular degree of information efficiently. 
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